
 

near Payne, 	 00/17 

Maur 221 I do not recall individual details of the Lens monstrosity. On Holleman I 
do not now distinguish between what he said in the book and what be has said aseghere. 
I believe I have keen on taps on a talk show saying that Hollawan went right from 1,00Ver's 
office to nemphis, in the sense of beginning to set the deal up then. 

When you read the book you'll see *f Iftne said he did interview Oracle. My recollection 

is that he mites the claim. When last A  heard Gracie was at Bolivar. lane bed no time 
to 80 there and no need. If what be says is not in your piece I'm sure it is in Valentine's, 

which he does cite. 	be interested. after you read the book, in knowing it there is 

anything act In your piece or Paul's in his supposed personal interview. 
I think your agent is interpreting what Lane says about how he got to ass Salomon. 

However, the interpretation is precisely accurate from whet reporters have told to Seine 

told thous Saimaa would. net  see his but what cop would not see Kojakt 

Neither time nor need to comment on the UM*. 
The 2mm:trim centerfold, comes entirely from me and my friend Pen Christensen. The part 

from= is from Oswald in sew Orleans and Promo-Up. They merely went to Goiter and get 
the ease taps to pretend it was anew." 

I en interested in documentation of King's abandonment of nonovielenese. You refer 
to an OW January 1968 seating on this. Have you snratery, etc et it? Nut I have no 

reason to believe either the Plti or the CIA did the dastardly deed. Ne matter bow many 
it either agency may have wanted it. 

lour second point on establishing conspiracy is the correct one. On the basis of 
what I  believe you lawyers sail the *onus deleeti. The differencebetween us here is 
that you begin with • Presumption of  a  conspiracy you then wet to its into this evidence. 
Na,  way would bt to follow the evidence to the conspirators. in this case you have little 
choice because you do not know who any conspirators are. Toullay Suess butt* more. 

You are correct in your understending of what I wanted from the Loeb (or any other) 
arehive, on the closeness; of a strike solution. If you eau setae a statement from OP 
of those InVelved en thierd like it to Isom LAW tiles. Not essential in writing. 
Yon recall correctly. We did disease this &riga' sdentes• Isms there AU se. 

Ny books I had a long and definitive one drafted a year ago. I've laid it aside in 
favor of a shorter work of wormer focus. I have not boon to write it. 

Not because I don't went to. 4 time with all else I'm into. Bat I do want to 
begin soon. 

I have neither an agent nor a contract. 
SeIcantsey when it will be eat. 

/Wavy mail today and reporter due seen. 

Thankne and best wishes. 



WAYNE CHASTAIN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

SUITE 512 

EXCHANGE BUILDING 

9 NORTH SECOND STREET 	 TELEPHONE 

MEMPHIS. TENN. 38103 	 826-13401 

April 22, ]977 

Dear Harold, 
good to hear from you. 

My agent in New York read a few paragraphs from Lane's book 
to me over the phone. I see what you mean, as far as Kay Black is 
concerned. Lane, however, did quote me correctly. He originally had 
me saying I stood in the bathroom window on , the night of the slaying 
and saying I said it was physically impossible to have fired off 
a shot. I never said it was physically impossible, I merely said 
it would have been difficult and perhaps impossible to have gotten 
a clear shot, as a result of protruding brachhes, treees and the 
heavy vegetation and clted the mel Paragraph. 

ftbeto e 
Harriet Van 	???  , New York Post columnist either misquoted 

Lane, or Lane made one bad bobo. She quotes Lane as saying Holloman 
spent 25 years in J. Edgar Hoover's office. She also quotes Lane 
as saying he talked to Grace Walden. I don't believe he did. Instead, 
he read my Computers & People article, number 10, and talked to 
Charles Mutphy, Mrs. Walden's lawyer. He really gave a snow job to 
Murphy who was impressed by him. 

According to my agent, Lane admits in his book, that he tricked 
or hoodwinked Holloman into the interview by introducing Abby Mann 
as the author of Kojak, which he is, and that they were in Memphis to 
get scenario ideas for the Kojak program. Then, they got him to talk 
about the King case, etc, etc...he tells me that he gives Myou hell 
in your book for spelling Redditt in"Frame-Up" as Reddick. Minor error 
compared to his gross errors in facts. 

No word on my book. My agent was told by one of the 
readers that Doubleday --or at least some of its editors-=want to 
vindicate theDame of its company, as there have been so many complaints 
about Frank's book. So my book will be read by at least nine officials 
my agent said. 

What did you think about the National Inquirer's centerfold 
piece on JFK and the Dade County Circuit Court judge's view on the 
Milteer development? 

As far as the Mafiaao's story that the CIA-FBI was willing 
to pay $ million, it is significant that this move was made in 
January 963, amismommmeism the same month King had a savage debate 
in an open SCLC meeting where many of his SCLC ofificials bitterly 
criticized King for the June March on Washington. That was when King 
slipped, and dropped his nonviolent approach, by saying something to 
the effect of paralyzing the city and shutting down the nation's 
capital. There was overtones of violence to what he said, but whether 

he was speaking in the sammoska heat of passion, one will never know. 
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As far as ummt relevance, the Mafiaso 's story--if it can 

be verified--would seem signficant in that it would tend to prove 

the CIA and FBI were capable of planning and executing such a crime, 

a proposition many people--and sometimes myself--have difficulty in 

believing. 

There are only two ways to proceed in investigating a 
conspiracy. In the King case, you can start with the man accused 

and go backward, trying to pick up clues as to whether there was 

a conspiracy. However, as a ither does not knows too much, or is 

afraid of telling what h~ sws, you can only go so far in that 
direction. On the other hand, if you have evidence that there had 

been a conspiracy to kill King, then the investigation must then 

proceed to the point where you can detemine if there was any definite 

link between the conspiracy itself and 1Mbactual killing itself. 

Or in the language of a lawyer, itaiggtkggrite• if there is a 

chain  of actual causation between the conspiracy itself and the_Abt-Tial  

klialleg:7—Then, one thuitMtermine if the proximate cause of the 

assassination 	 sprung from-the influence of those smorire 
conspiring, or whether theAstual trigger man acted on his alone and 

would have acted on his owlinefentri the influence of other conspirators 

acting upon him. 

I think I know what you are driving at when you asked 
me to see if the Loeb archives revealed any information as to 

whether the strike had been near the settlement point at that time. 

That was exactly the fact I was looking for when I researched the 

file. 

No, there is nothing in the Loeb's written memoranda, 

etc, logs, pertaining to the substance of any negotiation settlement 

discussions. The best sources NW for the proposition that the strike 

was close to the settlement 	 before King) came to Memphis to 

march with the sanitation workers on March 28 comes from Rev. James 

Lawson, and two members of the city council: Jerri Blanchard, and 

J.o. Patterson. 

I remember discussing this with you at our last 
long discussion in Memphis when you came here with Les Payne. 
(you probably thought I was too drunk to remember huh). 

I remember citing you the authority of a master's 

thesis written 41, by Robert Bailey and on file with the Memphis 
State University"s history department. This was the opinion of 
the writer, Bailey. 

I respect Bailey's scholarship and his ideas in 
general, but since I have talked to you, I have become more cautious 

concerning this proposition. 

For instance, Loeb's silence or less vehement language 

at that point might have created in the minds of those city council 

members trying to settle the strike that Loeb was weakening. No one 

knows what was going on in Loeb's mind. liogis no evidence in the 

public records or the rhetoric of Loeb quoted in the press at that 

time that the strike was near settlement. The best case Bob can make 

for the proposition is that there was, at least in private, a majority 

of city councilmen illing to deal with the union and negotiate MR .C., 
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settlement. However, merely having a majority on the council would 
not be enough to settle the strike if Henry Loeb did not want to 
negotiate with the union. The city charter gave powers of administration 
to the major not the council, the legislative arm. Whether the council 
could supercede the mayor, take matters in its own hands, and sign a 
contract with the union andmake it binding on the city)Appmets 
was an issue being fiercely debated by council members at that time. 
While some council members said they would vote to approve a move by 
the executive arm to recognize the union, they would not vote in public 
on a resolution urging Mayor Leb to recognize the union. These members 
took the Mb position that it would violate the principle of th6 city 
charter if it sought to dictete to the executive arm on important 
issues where the charter gave administrative control to the mayor. 

Of course when King was killed, I think Loeb threw in the 
towel because of big pressure from big businessmen, who, hithertofore, 
had remained aloof 	most municipal affairs. OneLsuch businessman 
was a multi-milli naire, philantrophist, Abe Plough. Loeb is basically 
an- establishmentarian in a crisis, and he could no longer take his 
stubborn, independent stance when the forces of the establishment 
closed in on him. So he recognized the union and the union ended 16 
getting more than it had originally asked for. 

How long will it be before your book on the King case 
comes out? 

Your friend, 

Wayne 


